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Key points 
1. Your ship can collaborate with Météo-France to deploy drifting buoys. 
2. The buoys collect weather observations at sea. 
3. The buoy observations are shared globally, and improve numerical 
weather prediction models worldwide. 
4. The improved forecasts shall enhance maritime safety for all mariners, 
and ship operations such as routing, thereby reducing the environmental 
footprint of operations at sea. 
5. We encourage Captains who are interested to participate to contact us. 
6. If interested, send an email to: 

cmm_op@meteo.fr 

 
WHAT IS A DRIFTING BUOY? 

 

 
 

A buoy comes with its 
drogue (holey sock) 
folded. It has to remain 
like this until in the water, 
then the paper tape 
attachments dissolve. 
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HOW DOES THE COOPERATION WORK? 
 

 Buoy purchase, buoy delivery to the ship, customs-related (douanes) 
procedure, satellite data transmission to shore, and data processing 
are covered by Météo-France. 

 Your cooperation can help with as little as 2 deployments. 

 Cooperation is optional and based on your good-will 

 If you agree to participate: 
o Météo-France sends you positions for deployment, as longitude 

only or latitude only, along your ship route, thereby not 
requesting any change of ship route. 

o Météo-France arranges for buoy delivery to your ship. 
o Once a buoy is loaded onto a boat, it must be deployed at some 

point (otherwise it needs re-importing, implying paperwork). 
o Météo-France sends you an instructions sheet, based on a 

document prepared in collaboration with a major shipping 
company, to indicate how to deploy. 

 Buoy deployments  
o are from moving vessels; 
o require 2 persons for a safe operation; 
o take under 5 minutes. 

 The contact point at Météo-France for these operations is 
cmm_op@meteo.fr 

 SAFETY FIRST: Safety takes precedence over buoy deployments, 
which can always be postponed and re-scheduled later on the route. 

 

HOW TO FOLLOW YOUR BUOYS 
 

The Météo-France monitoring website allows you to plot the trajectory of 
buoys deployed by your ship. Ask cmm_op@meteo.fr  
 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION! 


